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Scottish Winter 2003~2004

Opinions differ on the 2004 winter season. For some it was a good
winter with long settled spells in the West. The air was clear and the

sky blue for many days through February and March, and if you wanted to
front-point classic gullies on squeaky neve this was the season for you. On
the other hand, lack of any significant snowfalls until late March (when it
was too late), meant that there was never enough build-up for the likes of
Orion Face to form on the Ben. Few of the classic Grade V climbs were in
condition, and many Grade III climbers became unwitting Grade IV leaders
as routes were typically at least one nqtch harder than their advertised grade.
For the technical mixed climber it was a frustrating time too, for the
infrequent snowfalls were swiftly followed by deep thaws that stripped even
the highest crags.

Despite this, the 2004 winter saw some outstanding achievements.
Arguably the finest example was the first winter ascent of Marathon Corner
Direct (VIII,8) on Ben Loyal by Guy Robertson and Pete Benson. With a
summit elevation of only 764m, Ben Loyal is not an obvious winter climbing
venue, especially in a lean season, but when bitterly cold strong NW winds
swept southwards across the country in late January, the Aberdeen based
pair took the gamble and made the long journey north up to Sutherland to
visit the little known 300m-high cliff on Sgor a'Chleirich, Ben Loyal's
westerly top. Marathon Corner is an El summer climb that was first climbed
by Les Brown and A Turnbull in 1969. The guidebook description of the
cliff is particularly enticing for a winter climber, mentioning that several
summer parties have been repulsed by extraordinarily steep vegetation,
loose rock and a distinct lack of protection. All this made for a superb
seven-pitch winter route climbed on a mixture of turf, snowed-up rock and
icy smears. For many climbers, climbing a new route of this length and
quality on a cliff that was previously untouched in winter is close to the
ultimate, and Marathon Corner joins the likes of Magic Bow Wall and The
Godfather as one of the most significant ascents in the Northern HigWands
in recent years.

By contrast, the other major new route of the season was made three
days earlier at the other end of the HigWands. Over the last couple of seasons
Dave MacLeod has been pushing the winter envelope with a series of
difficult ascents such as his on sight repeat of the Demon Direct in the
Northern Corries. During the cold snap near the end of January, Dave
pushed the technical limit yet further when he succeeded on his long
standing roof project on the Cobbler. The Cathedral (X, 11) climbs up to a
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tight niche at the back of the cave on the front face of the Centre Peak, and
then climbs across a six metre horizontal roof crack across the middle of
the cave to gain turf at the lip and easy ground above. The 30m-long line is
not taken by a summer route and is an ideal winter only line as it features
wet, dirty rock with lots of turf.

The Cathedral is the largest continuous roof ever climbed in Scottish
winter and was climbed ground up at the second attempt. Dave had tried
to on sight the route in January 2003 but had failed due to lack of physical
endurance. This time he was full of confidence having just returned from a
very successful visit to Uschinen in Switzerland where he had climbed
several of continental Europe's hardest mixed routes including the M12
test piece Vertical Limit. One only has to imagine a route that combines the
technical difficulty of The Cathedral with the stature of a route like Marathon
Corner to see that the long hoped-for quantum leap in traditional mixed
climbing standards is not far away.

Big news on Ben Nevis was the first winter ascent of Arthur(VIII,8) by
Bruce Poll and Tony Shepherd. This steep four-pitch HVS runs up the centre
of the front face of Number Three Gully Buttress and was first climbed by
Klaus Schwartz and Gordon Webster in 1971. They used a point of aid on
the third pitch and it is possible their route has never been repeated. Lying
high on the mountain Arthur was a likely candidate for a winter ascent, but
recent mild winters have thwarted several hopefuls as the line has failed to
carry much snow or hoar frost. Bruce and Tony timed their climb to
perfection and nipped in to make a very smooth ascent just after New Year
when the cliff was white with frost and the cracks free of ice. Arthur is only
the third Grade VIII to be climbed on Ben Nevis and, along with Marathon
Corner, joins a very small number of Grade VIIls that have had on-sight
first winter ascents.

The Ben also saw some new additions to the Douglas Boulder. Gareth
Hughes and James Edwards climbed Turf War (V,6) based on the summer
line Militant Chimney and also climbed an alternative start to Left-Hand
Chimney. Further right Jonny Baird and Andy Turner made a winter ascent
of Jacknife (1V,6). A new winter route on the Ben always feels extra special,
and it was particularly fitting that Nevis regular Jonny Baird should at long
last have a Nevis climb to his name. lain Small and I took advantage of a
heavy early April snowfall to climb Central Rib Direct (VI,7) on Creag Coire
na Ciste. The original line climbed by Jimmy Marshall and Robin Campbell
avoided the steep central section by taking a line close to Central Gully Right
Hand, but an improbable sequence of holds led up the outside edge of the
impending right arete to give a spectacular and unique pitch.

Aonach Mor saw heavy traffic and many climbers enjoyed the easier
gullies that held good ice and neve throughout much of the season. Steve
Kennedy and Bob Hamilton showed that Coire an Lochain still has routes
to yield with a handful of good new lines including Pro Libertate (V,6), a
sustained mixed route on the buttress between The Guardian and
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Stirling Bridge. A little further north, Andy Nisbet and Dave McGimpsey
visited their old haunt of Stob Coire an Laoigh in the Grey Corries and
added a clutch of new routes including Socialist(y,7) which climbs the centre
of the left wall of Centrepoint buttress. Further east Kevin Neal and lain
Rudkin made a productive visit to Geal Charn above Loch Ericht near
Drumochter. Their first addition was called Map and Compass (IlI,4) and
implies that they were a little unsure of their location on the mountain but
they capitalised on this with the fine steep ice line of Flight of the Navigator
(VI,6) when they returned with Kirk Watson the following day.

The high crags in Glen Coe saw some action in the cold snowy snaps in
late December and January. Of note was the first ascent of the short but
good Tuberculosis (VI,6) in Stob Coire nan Lochan by Dave Hollinger and
Guy Willett. This takes the impending groove right of Crest Route and gave
excellent climbing, although well-frozen conditions are recommended to
cement everything in place. Bishops' Buttress on the West Top of Bidean saw
a couple of technical additions on the same day in late December. Donald
King and Andy Nelson made a winter ascent of The Crook (VI,7) and Gareth
Hughes and James Edwards found Under The Weather (VII, 7) a difficult
climb on the upper tier of the buttress.

James Edwards had a very good season with new routes across the
HigWands. If you're serious about seeking out unclimbed lines, you have
to be prepared to put in the groundwork and James made a useful
reconnaissance visit to Coire nam Fhamhair on Beinn Bhan the previous
summer. The intention was to scope out the wall right of Die Riesenwand
for a possible repeat of The Godfather, but Edwards noticed a couple of lines
left of Genesis on the left side of the crag. He returned at the end of December
with Sam Barron and climbed Revelations (VI,6), a superb natural line of
weakness near the left end of the cliff. Three weeks later Edwards was back
with Gareth Hughes to climb Biblical Knowledge (VI,S), the second line he
had spotted, which takes the left edge of the fault-line taken by Genesis.

The other major addition on Beinn Bhan was the steep buttress between
Mad Hatter's and March Hare's gullies by Malcolm Bass and Simon Yearsley.
This was a well-known objective and is mentioned in Cold Climbs as a
new route objective, but nobody had stepped up to the challenge of a direct
ascent of the wall. Bass and Yearsley were concerned about how much
weaving around they would have to do to fmd a way through the succession
of rock tiers, but they managed to find a logical direct line. Conditions
were good with a thin covering of good neve, hard frozen turf and bits of
ice but not enough to choke the cracks. The seven-pitch Realisation (VI,6) is
a major addition to the mountain and deserves further repeats as it has
good belays and protection.

Other notable new route activity in the North West included the first
ascent of Aquila (VI,7) on Ben Damph by Andy Nisbet and Jonathan
Preston, Expanding Universe (VI,S), on Sail Mhor by Guy Robertson and Es
Tressider, Avalanche Goose (VI, 7) on Slioch by lain Small and Neil Wilson,
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and the excellent sounding Underground Resistance (V,6) on Stac Pollaidh by
Erik Brunskill and Daffyd Morris. All these climbs show that even on
relatively well known cliffs there are still good new routes to discover.

Further west, John Mackenzie continued to develop the Stratchconon
and Ben Wyvis crags with an astonishing 11 new routes. With the increased
focus on climbing new winter lines across Scotland, it is difficult to believe
that Mackenzie will retain a monopoly on his home turf for much longer,
but his unrivalled knowledge of the these crags gives him a head start over
the competition. His fmest additions were Oh Dearie Me (111,4) that takes
thin discontinuous turf streaks on the 2S0m-high East Buttress of Creag
Ghlas, and the superb Temptress (V,S) in Coire Mor on Ben Wyvis. Both
routes were climbed with Alan Dennis.

The Cairngorms were particularly quiet for most of the season. Beinn
a'Bhuird held snow well and saw the most activity with a handful of new
routes. Chris Cartwright and I were particularly pleased with the fIrst ascent
of Archtempter (VII,8) in Coire na Ciche, a good winter line based on the
prominent arch in the unclimbed section of crag right of Jason's Chimney.
This one had been on the list a long time but went without a struggle on the
first attempt. Nipped in the Bud (V,6) in Coire nan Clach was a different
story and only succumbed on the fIfth visit with all previous attempts being
stymied by horrific weather or lack of conditions. Persistence pays in the
Scottish winter game! The Nisbet-McGimpsey team joined forces with
James Edwards for a good weekend in February when they made the first
winter ascent of the all too obvious Ribbon Ridge (IV,4) on Stacan Dubha
and Dreadlock (V,6) a new addition on the Upper Tier of Cam Etchachan.
Those that thought the Northern Corries are worked out will be surprised
by the addition of Lagopus (V,6), a direct start to Snow Bunting in Coire an
Lochain by lan Taylor and Neil Carnegie.

The finest winter climb in the Cairngorms however was Guy Robertson's
and Jason Currie's ascent of The Winter Needle (VIII,8) on the Shelter Stone.
The route was fIrst climbed by Andy Nisbet and Colin MacLean in February
1985. They used a point of aid and spent two days on the route with a
bivouac, but the route was so far ahead of its time that it took thirteen years
before it was repeated by Alan Mullin and Steve Paget in October 1998
with a major variation in the lower section. The second ascent created a
storm of controversy, because many climbers believed it was climbed too
early in the season to be a valid winter climb. This was rectifIed by Alasdair
Coull and Sam Chinnery who made a free ascent of the Nisbet-MacLean
line over two days in February 2000. The next logical step was a one-day
free ascent and this was achieved by Robertson and Currie on a perfect day
at the end of February in a swift eleven hours to give a powerful
demonstration of the continual progression of Scottish winter standards.

For many, the exploratory nature of Scottish winter climbing is the big
attraction, and the season revealed a number of new venues. The fme crop
of routes that Andy Nisbet, Dave McGimpsey and Dave Allan pioneered



112. Chris Cartwright on Goldfinger (VII, 7) on Ben Cruachan. (Simon Richardson)
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on Creag an Lochan Ulbha on Meal1 Horn one superb day at the end of
February sound particularly intriguing. I am surely biased, but in my view
some of the finest exploratory climbing took place high up on the north
side of Ben Cruachan. The superbly steep granite cliff above Coire Chat is
seamed by cracks and grooves. It was first climbed by Dave Ritchie and
Mark Shaw in February 2002 when they added Noe Buttress (IV,4) and the
Grade II gully to its left. Chris Cartwright and lain Small visited the cliff
during winter 2003 and were immediately struck by the climbing potential
of the unclimbed wall to the left of Noe Gully. They left their mark with the
first ascent of In the Knoe, a fine VI,6 that cleaves a central line up the wal1.

The cliff proved to be an ideal location for the variable weather of the
2004 season as it faces north, lies above the IOOOm contour and comes into
condition very quickly. Although the routes are relatively short, typical1y
between 80 and lOOm high, they are continuously sustained from the first
move to the very top of the crag. Cartwright methodically set about
developing the cliff adding a dozen routes along with lain Small, Andy
Hume, Roger Webb and myself. The finest additions were Goldfinger (VII, 7),
the impressive central line that takes the impending crack splitting the clean
wall high on the buttress, and Dr Noe (VI,6), the stepped ramp line running
left to right up to a point overlooking Noe Gully.

New winter crags are developed every winter in Scotland, but what is
remarkable about this discovery is that the quality of the climbing is so
good and that it lies on a relatively accessible mountain. One of my abiding
memories of the 2004 season will be climbing the superb corner line of
Tainted Elixir (V,6). As I pulled through bulge after bulge on good solid
hooks and torques, the cloud cleared behind us to reveal a magnificent
view down Loch Etive across to Glen Coe with Ben Nevis standing regally
behind. It was the very essence of Scottish winter climbing, and it makes
me wonder just how many other great winter crags are out there still waiting
to be discovered.
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